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Abstract: The basic ideas, as well as the possible way of technical interpretation of the Principle of Minimal
Energy Effect will be presented in the paper, followed by practical examples. Based on these the reader will be
able to follow the principle and build an understandable theory on professional numerical methods basics, theirs
possible advantages and disadvantages and shortcomings. The main idea presented in the paper is based on very
simple example - motion in the gravitational field of the earth. The paper is based on [1] presented during 6th
Advances in Mechatronics 2011 in Brno, fulfilled with detailed results of authors yet unpublished.
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1. Introduction
The Minimal Energy Effect (MEE) is a fundamental concept valid in physics, chemistry, biology and/or
engineering. The while the bases of MEE have had been introduced by authors during Mechatronika 2011 in [2],
the more detailed view on mesh discretization, mesh quality etc. have been described in AiM 2011 [1]. The
problem of MEE is presented in more detailed view in this paper. The mesh procedure is generalized and the task
is formalized as a variational problem with n degrees of freedom. The mathematical background is explained,
completed with detailed view on evaluation of the energy effect. The methodology of equation set establishing is
described and realized in concrete example based on the motion in the gravitational field (also presented in [13]), followed by the set of equations. The influence of mesh distribution (including its uniformity) to accuracy of
results is discussed in the paper. The possible way of MEE extension to 2D or 3D magnetostatics, describing the
basic rules and principles for magnetic field energy/coenergy evaluation is also outlined. The paper gives the
reader the way to understanding the logic of variational minimal searching numerical methods, as Finite
Elements [3].

2. Mathematical Background of Extreme Searching Procedures
One of the most important parts in the MEE system is the minimal searching procedure. The mathematical
background of this part of the process has been described in [1]. Generally, the function f(X) = f(x1, x2) has a
local extreme in point A (maximum or minimum) when for every surrounding point X, within range of definition,
goes:

f ( X ) ≤ f ( A)

[ f (X ) ≥

f ( A)]

(1)

When for every point X ≠ A, from the range of definition of f(X), is valid the following equation:

f ( X ) < f ( A)

[ f (X ) >

f ( A)]

(2)

the local extreme is called as strong. Both terms are included in the definition of local extreme itself. The
formula used when searching for the local extreme for function of two variables is as follows. Let the function
f(X) has in point A = (a1, a2) a local extreme. Hereafter, when a partial derivation f’xi(A) exists, its value is equal
to zero:

f x'i ( A) = 0, i = 1,2

(3)

It is obvious from the previous statement, that the function f(x) could have a local extreme only in those points,
where the first order derivatives exist and are equal to zero (or the derivatives doesn’t exist). These points are
also called as stationary point of the function. It has to be mentioned, that there is another solution for extremes:
none of the first order derivatives exist.
The previous formulas are necessary; nonetheless, the above mentioned principles are not enough to finalize the
minimum searching procedure. When all the points where f(X) has either the partial derivatives equal to zero or
they do not exist have been found, the following procedure must be followed. Let the function f(X) be two times
differentiable and A is its stationary point. Then for function f(X) goes:

a) ݂(ݔଵ , ݔଶ ) has a local extreme in its stationary point A only when ݂௫,,భ ௫భ (ܽଵ , ܽଶ )݂௫,,మ ௫మ (ܽଵ , ܽଶ ) −
(݂௫,,భ ௫మ (ܽଵ , ܽଶ ))ଶ > 0
b) ݂(ݔଵ , ݔଶ ) has local minimum (maximum) if ݂௫,,భ ௫భ (ܽଵ , ܽଶ ) > 0 (݂௫,,భ ௫భ (ܽଵ , ܽଶ ) < 0)
It is clear, that in MEE the number of variables is set by number of internal points (since the values of first and
the last points are already prescribed – boundary conditions of the system).
The given tasks (3 and 100 internal points) have also been solved by Generalized Reduced Gradient method with
standard MS Excel solver - GRG Nonlinear solver stopping conditions. The initial set of searched results may
influence the convergence or the results themselves [12]!

3. Description of the Problem
As described in [2] and [3] a simple example on motion in the gravitation field is given. This can be considered
as 1D motion – the object is moving straight up (as a consequence of external force, with initial speed of v0) and
after reaching its maximal height it will be falling down to earth. The motion of the object can be described by
two well-known parameters – kinetic energy:

WK =

1  dh 
m 
2  dt 

2

(4)

and potential energy:

WP = mgh

(5)

where m is the weight of the object (considered as 1), g the gravitational constant (considered as 9,81). The
graphical interpretation of the original motion can be seen in Fig. 1. The actual height h in time t can be
evaluated as:

h = v0 t −

1 2
gt
2

(6)

It has to be mentioned that the presented extreme searching procedure must not been used in this moment for
finding the extreme of function (6). In that case the task is reduced to description of classical exercise for
university students – finding the point (time) of maximal height. The problem of MEE is a little bit more
complicated. In each point (means time or height in this case) there is an energy function joined to presented
movement. The extreme searching procedure has to be applied to this function. The following text describes the
finding and defining the searched energy function.
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Fig. 1. Original Trajectory for Analyzed Motion
The path of the object with initial speed v0 = 40 m/s can be seen in Fig. 1. It is clear, that the motion started at t =
0 s with h = 0 m and ended at t ≅ 8.15 s at h = 0 m. The important knowledge is that when evaluating the
difference between kinetic and potential energy for the motion, followed by integral in time interval:

2

tB  1
 dh 
S = ∫  m  − mgh dt
tA 2
 dt 



(7)

the parameter S is obtained. For motion of the object from t0 (height h = A) to t1 (height h = B) the parameter S
leads to a certain value. Completing the (6) and (7) and realizing the necessary operations the following formula
for energy effect is obtained:
t

1
1
1

S = m  v02t − gv0t 2 + g 2t 3 
3
2
 t0

(8)

When prescribing the different path as described by (6), the value of S will be more or less higher (since the
energies are given by (4) and (5), the parameter S is no more qualitatively “energy”; therefore, a term “principle
of minimal energy effect” has to be used instead of “principle of minimal energy”). It can be stated that any
reconstruction of original path is more expensive (means: need more energy effect) as the original one. The
reconstruction can be based on a lot of different criteria – comparison to trend and shape of the original path,
high(er) order polynomial functions, sinusoidal functions, etc. The accuracy of the reconstruction may not
depend on complexity of chosen function – the basics are in similarity of original and reconstructed shapes of
problem distribution. Unfortunately, the original shape (distribution) is usually unknown for the designer. In this
case it is typical to linearize the problem. The linearization usually leads to less complicated mathematical
procedures; moreover, still acceptable accuracy of final results. This can be, of course, strongly dependent on
number of used functions, especially in recommended linear distribution.
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Fig. 2. Linear approximation with no internal point
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Fig. 3. Linear approximation with 1 internal point

4. Linear Interpolation
A simple linear function for evaluating the height h has been used for the first approach. Since the beginning
point a0 (t0 , A) and the end point an (tn, B) are exactly given, there is no degree of freedom to optimize the
function; however, this is only the first step in the analysis, and the task must be rewritten into two or more
elements formulation later. It is obvious that the function described in this paragraph is:
(9)
h = ct + d
with parameters c:

c=

B−A
t n − t0

(10)

and d:

d = A − ct0

(11)

When completing the linear motion (9) and the energy effect (7) the difference between (9) and (6) will lead to
the following representation of the energy effect:
t

n
1 2 1

2
S = m  c t − gct − gdt 
2
2
 t0

(12)

For case described before, considering the initial speed v0, the value of c is equal to 5.665 and d to 29.430. In
case of linear interpolation the difference between the original and reconstructed distribution is significant. It is
clear, that one single element is not able to follow the original distribution with required accuracy. Of course, it
is possible to extend the analysis and use any other function (polynomial, sinusoidal, exponential, etc.) to recover
the original motion described by (6); nonetheless, as mentioned above, this will lead to complicated and time
consuming procedures. The usual and typical method is to use more (but still) linear functions (Fig. 3). In case of
two linear functions the parameters c and d has to be evaluated separately for two parts (in (13) marked with
indexes 1 and 2). Since the mesh has already been realized before (following either the manual or automatic
procedure), this system has one degree of freedom – value of height D in only internal point a1. In this case the
energy effect can be evaluated as a sum of two partial results:
t

t

1
n
1 2 1

1 2 1

2
2
S = m  c1 t − gc1t − gd1t  + m  c2 t − gc2t − gd 2t 
2
2
2
 t0
2
 t1

(13)

It is clear that (13) is an equation with single variable t1. The obtained function has to be minimized according to
chapter 2 - Mathematical background of extreme searching procedures. The detailed view on this and more
results will be given later.
In fact, the evaluation of necessary parameters from (13) can be realized without any complicated mathematical
procedures – neither integration nor derivatives are needed. For more elements the number of addends in (13)
will increase, what is not a computational complication at all. On the other hand, the application of extreme
searching procedures became more difficult; for, a set of unknown parameters (depending on number of used
elements and equal to the number of internal nodes) appears in the equation. The results will be detailed in the
next chapter.

5. Detailed Results
5.1 Initial results
Six different examples of energy effect analysis have been used at the beginning to test the proposed method:
a, original motion (as described by (5)); with initial speed v0 = 40 m/s;
b, original motion (as described by (5)); with initial speed v0 = 60 m/s;
c, single element with 0 degree of freedom with initial speed v0 = 40 m/s;
d, single element with 0 degree of freedom with initial speed v0 = 60 m/s;
e, two elements (unique solution, 1 degree of freedom) with initial speed v0 = 40 m/s;
f, two elements (unique solution, 1 degree of freedom) with initial speed v0 = 60 m/s.
Special attention has to be paid to solutions based on two elements, since these cases have only 1 degree of
freedom which leads to unique and explicit solution. It has to be mentioned that the x coordinate (time) of the
only middle point is already given after meshing the area of interest. This can be done either by mesh generator
in the preprocessor or by manual input from the operator. Since in presented case the described problem
concerns to a single point, a manual entry placed (logically) in the center of the investigated area has been done.
Moreover, the influence of mesh density and uneven distribution will be discussed later. In this case, the height
of the object in a single given point, as a function of presented energy effect can easily be computed. The
dependency of energy effect S on height of the object h can be seen in Fig. 4. The given task has a unique and
simply-to-obtain solution – based on minimal value of the presented function. The obtained results are presented
in Tab. 1.
Table 1 – Initial Results
Case

Effect S

Relative Value of S

Original motion v0 = 40 m/s

-2837.08

100 %

Single element v0 = 40 m/s

-2335.85

82 %

Two elements, v0 = 40 m/s

-2711.92

96 %

Original motion v0 = 60 m/s

-4704.08

100%

Single element v0 = 60 m/s

-4202.85

89 %

Two elements, v0 = 60 m/s

-4578,77

97 %

Obviously, the comparison made in Tab. 1, is based on initial speed of the object. While single element for v0 =
60 m/s is able to cover the original motion with relative sufficient accuracy (89% of original value), the accuracy
for v0 = 40 m/s is about 82%. This is caused by character of the examined curve – while for v0 = 60 m/s the
object rises only, for v0 = 40 m/s increase as well as decrease of its high can be observed. This change naturally
cannot be covered by a single element and requires higher mesh density.
The results, especially where their character changes, can be strongly influenced by position of the nodes – mesh
quality. This can be seen in Fig. 5, where the influence of the position of a single node on energy effect is
displayed.
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Fig. 5. Influence of Internal Node Position
5.2 Influence of Increasing Number of Nodes
The described problem has also been analyzed with a mesh of different density. Expect the mentioned single
element with 0 internal nodes and two elements with only internal node the following cases have been
investigated:
a, four elements with 3 internal nodes;
b, eleven elements with 10 internal nodes;
c, 101 elements with 100 internal nodes.
As mentioned in [1], it is clear, that in MEE the number of variables is set by number of internal points. While
the task with only internal node can be solved directly, for increasing number of nodes it becomes an interesting
variational principle. These tasks cannot be solved with straightforward procedure; nevertheless, a lot of

mathematical methods can be used. One of them is eg. Generalized Reduced Gradient method build in the
standard Excel solver - GRG Nonlinear. It has to be mentioned, that after [13] the initial set of searched values
may influence either the solution or the convergence of the system. This, as can be seen later, has also been
proofed by authors. When three internal nodes are used, the GRG nonlinear procedure leads to following results:
- average difference between exact and computed values: 0.071‰,
- maximal difference between exact and computed values: 0.124‰.
With 10 internal nodes the results are the following:
- average difference between exact and computed values: 0.100‰,
- maximal difference between exact and computed values: 0.134‰.
With 100 internal nodes the results are:
- average difference between exact and computed values: 0.733‰,
- maximal difference between exact and computed values: 0.988‰.
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It has been proofed that the effect is minimized for height h equal to original (usually unknown) one. The results
equal with those expected according to [1, 2] – the system is always trying to reach the original values in the
given nodes. The decreasing difference obtained after GRG nonlinear solution is caused by increased difficulty
of solved task. Its values are still under the acceptable level, so the system is reconstructing the original
distribution setting the original values in prescribed nodes. The influence of increasing number of nodes can be
seen in Tab. 2 and Fig. 6.
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Fig. 7. Mesh Irregularity Effect

5.3 Irregularities in Mesh Density
The influence of irregularities in mesh density has been examined by change of location of interior nodes [1].
Since the time period taken into account is equal to 5s, the regular mesh corresponds to increase of time step
equal to 1.25s (when three interior points are taken into account). Decreasing the time step will lead to irregular
distribution of interior nodes. For example, when the time step is equal to 0.8s the points are distributed at 1s
(beginning point); 1.8s; 2.6s; 3.4s and 6s (end point). The energy effect S in this case is equal to -2760.44 and the
difference to original distribution (-2837.08) is equal to 2.70 %. Actually, in this case, the decreasing timestep is
a factor of mesh non-uniformity. The worst solution is naturally obtained when the timestep is set to 0s. In this
case the task is reduced to linear approximation with no internal nodes described eg. in [2]. The more detailed
view on this part of the problem can be seen in the Tab. 2 and Fig. 7.
Table 2 - Influence of Irregular Mesh Density
Timestep
Effect S
Difference
1.25

-2805.75

1.10%

1

-2792.97

1.55%

0.8

-2760.44

2.70%

0.64

-2716.77

4.24%

0.512

-2668.79

5.93%

0.4096

-2621.19

7.61%

0.32768

-2576.75

9.18%

0.262144

-2536.89

10.58%

0.209715

-2502.14

11.81%

0.167772

-2472.43

12.85%

0.134218

-2447.43

13.73%

6. Comparison to Minimal Area Difference Criteria
The GRG nonlinear solution leads to results mapping the exact distribution of the original physical quantity. It is
clear that the principle of MEE will lead to minimal value when the original distribution is copied; however, this
is possible only when the approximation functions are of the same category as the function describing the
original distribution. For illustration, when the original distribution is based on second order polynomials, it
cannot be exactly substituted by linear functions. Therefore, an independent method, based on zero difference
between two compared areas (minimal area difference method) has been chosen to determine the value in the
internal nodes. These values have been analyzed in MEE afterwards.
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The first (and the simplest) case is the task with one internal node. The above mentioned statement can be
described as:
6

6

∫1 (original _ distribution)dt = ∫1 (linearized _ distribution )dt

(14)

The task with one internal node has a unique solution (Fig. 8) with height of the internal point equal to 9.13m. It
is easy to verify that the energy effect for this value will lead to -2670.19 what is almost 6% higher as the effect
of the original distribution and more than 1.5% higher as the effect of linear distribution when the internal point
is placed exactly in the original path.
The rest of comparison has been made for three internal nodes. Since the starting conditions may influence the
results [13], different starting sets have been used:
a, starting values (65.17, 79.91, 79.33) – the values of original distribution;
b, starting values (0, 0, 0);
c, starting values (42.18, 49.26, 56.34) – linear distribution.
These values have also been proceeded to MEE. The results, together with comparison to both effect of original
distribution and linearized distribution directly after MEE, are in Tab. 3.
Table 3 – Verification of MEE principle
Case
Obtained height of internal
points
a,
(66.45, 81.84, 81.23)
b,
(66.87, 81.62, 81.03)
b,*
(76.51, 76.51, 76.51)
c,
(61.88, 76.14, 91.50)

Energy effect S
-2803.48
-2803.43
-2664.03
-2640.35

Relative to original
98.82 %
98.81 %
93.90 %
93.07 %

Relative to direct
linear
99.92 %
99.92 %
94.95 %
94.10 %

* solved by Simplex LP method

As can be seen from Tab. 3, the determination of values according to criteria of minimal area difference can be
very close to exact values. In other side, the direct application of MEE principle will lead to more accurate
results; whereby, the solution based on areas generally is neither definite nor unique. Despite of MEE, the
stability of solution, as well as the values of solution, is dependent on initial values set.

7. Extension to Magnetostatics
As stated in [1] the energy and the coenergy of the magnetic field can also be used to evaluate the additional
quantities, as e. g. mechanical forces or torque [14, 15]. These quantities can be used as input parameters to
energy balance systems as MEE. The concrete description can be found in [1]; however, for materials with linear
relation between flux density B and field intensity H can be written the following:

W '=

1
B⋅H
2

(15)

Using either nonlinear or linear materials, an optimization procedure has to be passed through after obtaining the
equation set [16, 17, 18]. Usually, this type of tasks leads to a relative large size of equation set, which cannot be
solved exactly; therefore, an iteration procedures are used to solve, or (what is better in this case) to get closer to
the solution.

8. Conclusions
The minimal energy effect, as a basic and general fundamental concept has been described in the paper. The
paper itself is based on [1] and [2], fulfilled with detailed results of authors yet unpublished. The most important
parts of the paper can be concluded into the following:
- introduction to MEE fundamentals,
- description of mathematical background of used necessary apparatus,

-

presentation of a concrete example, including its solution according to MEE,
description of possible numerical interpretation of the example, including the generally accepted
linearization,
presentation of obtained results, including the influence of mesh density and mesh irregularities,
comparison to different approach and the following verification of MEE,
outline of possible extension to magnetostatics (more can be seen in [1]).

The presented paper gives an overview on MEE and helps the reader with better understanding of numerical
methods fundamentals [22, 24]. The presented theory and examples can be used both in education [20-23] and
further professional development.
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